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ABSTRACT
In the year 2003 measurements in the cold reactor state have been performed at the NPP with
PWR of Konvoi type in order to validate the codes that are used for reactor core calculations
and especially for the proof of the shutdown margin that is produced by calculations only.
For full power states code verification and validation is quite easy because the calculations
can be compared with different measured values, e. g. with the activation values determined
by the aero ball flux measurement system.
For cold reactor states, however, the data base is smaller, especially for reactor cores that are
quite “inhomogeneous” and have rather high Pu-fiss- and 235U-contents. At the same time the
cold reactor state is important regarding the shutdown margin.
Basically, boron concentrations and control rod worths for different configurations have been
measured. The results of the calculation show a very good agreement with the measured
values. Therefore, it can be stated that the operator’s as well as our code system is suitable for
routine use, e. g. during licensing procedures.

1 INTRODUCTION
In the year 2003 measurements in the cold reactor state have been performed at a NPP with a
PWR of so called “Konvoi-type reactor” in order to validate the codes that are used for
reactor core calculations and especially for the proof of the shutdown margin that is produced
by calculations only.

Figure 1: Core configuration during the cycle 2003/2004 in the NPP where the measurements
in the cold reactor state took place. Fuel elements named XXGM are MOX fuel elements.

The measurements had been demanded during the licensing procedure of the Konvoi-type
reactors and were included in the operation conditions of the license. The reason was, that
there had been available only few data for cores with a high MOX content at that time (mid
80’s). The measurements should take place in the reactor that at first has more than 48 (i. e. a
fraction of more than 25 %) MOX fuel assemblies in the core. This condition was fulfilled in
the year 2003 when the core of one of these reactors contained 64 MOX fuel assemblies (see
fig. 1).
For full power states code verification and validation are quite easy because the calculations
can be compared with several different measured values, e. g. with the activation rate values
determined by the aeroball flux measurement system (see fig. 2) or with the critical boron
concentration of the primary circuit (see fig. 3).
For cold reactor states, however, the data base is smaller and the measurements described in
section 2 have been performed in order to validate the code system for these states. Cold
reactor states are of interest, because they are important regarding the shutdown margin.

Figure 2: Comparison of calculated and measured activation rate values. The measured
values were determined by the aeroball system. The mean difference between the calculation
(1st line) and the measurement (2nd line) is 0, the standard deviation is 3.4 %. The measured
and the calculated values are in a good agreement.

2 THE SCOPE OF THE MEASUREMENTS
2.1 Measurements in the “cold” reactor state
The first set of measurements has been performed at a “cold” reactor state with a coolant
temperature of approx. 150 oC and a pressure in the primary circuit of approx. 30 bar. The
measurements comprised the determination of the critical boron concentrations with all
control rods withdrawn and with the D20-, D30- and D60-rods inserted. The latter
configuration is shown in figure 4. After the boron concentration with the three banks inserted
was evaluated all 61 control rods were moved in one bank and the critical insertion length was
determined. Of course, the boron concentration was unchanged during the movement of the
control rods.
After the determination of the critical insertion length the control rods were again moved and
the configurations A and B (see figure 5), respectively, were established. In both
configurations the critical boron concentration has been measured. With the boron
concentration left unchanged the control rods were moved into a “one-bank-configuration”
once again and the critical insertion length was determined. The objective of this part of the

experiment was to obtain boron equivalents of different control rod configurations in order to
test the precision of the calculation.
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Figure 3: Boron concentration in the primary circuit vs. burnup. The measured and the
calculated values match each other nearly perfectly.

As a more or less redundant information to the determination of boron equivalents the
differential control rod worths have been measured by pulling the rods under simultaneous
boron injection. After the control rods had been fully withdrawn the critical boron
concentration was determined again in order to prove that the reactor state has not changed
significantly during this phase of the measurements.
Following all the measurements mentioned above the isothermal temperature coefficient ΓT
was measured using a “reactimeter” that calculated the reactivity change based on pointkinetics and on the neutron flux variation.
2.2 Measurements at hot zero power
After the measurements in the cold reactor state had been finished the reactor was heated to a
temperature of approx. 295 oC (pressure approx. 158 bar) and the critical boron concentration
for two control rod configurations (all rods withdrawn and D20-, D30-, D60-rods inserted)
was determined.
2.3 Measurements in the full power state
After 8 EFPD (equivalent full power day) and after 171 EFPD the combined temperature
coefficient ΓT was measured in order to validate the calculated variation during the cycle.

Figure 4: Control rod configuration with the D20-, D30- and D60-rods inserted.

Figure 5: Control rod configuration A (left) and B (right). The control rods at the positions
marked with a circle are fully withdrawn. The control rods at the positions marked with „X“
are fully inserted.

3 THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MEASUREMENTS
The measurements in the cold zero power state have been performed on August 01, 2003
(directly after refueling) and the measurements in the hot zero power state have been
performed on August 02, 2003. The combined temperature coefficient at full power was
determined on August 11, 2003 and January 22, 2004.

The determination of the boron concentrations was performed by titration of samples that
have been taken from the primary circuit (3 samples with 5 minutes between the extractions).
The combined temperature coefficient at full power was determined as follows: at the
beginning of the measurements boron was injected in order to reduce the coolant temperature
by about 2 K at constant reactor power. After the determination of the boron concentration in
the primary circuit – in order to get a “reference” value – deionized water was injected at
constant reactor power until a temperature increase of about 3 K was reached. Afterwards the
coolant temperature was reduced by about 3 K (boron injection) and once again increased by
about 3 K (injection of deionized water). The changes of the boron concentration in the
primary circuit (∆cB) were determined by calculating the mass of the injected deionized water
/ boron acid from the injection rate and the time. Both parameters were recorded and plotted
in a high resolution during the measurements. Using the calculated value for the boron
c
efficiency (ΓC) the combined temperature was determined by ΓT = − ∆∆TB × ΓC .
Figure 6 shows a plot of a part of the measured boron/water injection rates. In figure 7 the
time history of the coolant temperature is shown. These plots were made with the tools for the
visualization of process parameters and were not used for the evaluation of the experiment
because of their low resolution.

Figure 6: Time history of the deionized water and boron injection rates.

Figure 7: Time history of the coolant temperature.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Measurements in the “cold” reactor state
The measured value for the boron concentration (enriched boron with a 10B-content of
30 atom-%) with all control rods withdrawn was 1305 ppm and is in very good agreement
with the calculated result (1308 ppm). With the D20-, D30-, and D60-rods inserted the critical
boron concentration determined by the measurement was 1183 ppm. The result of the
calculation is 1192 ppm; thus the agreement is very good in this case, too.
Following the measurements of the boron concentration the critical insertion depth of the
control rods (all rods in one bank) was determined. The boron concentration was not altered
during the movement of the rods. The calculated insertion length of 197 cm matches the
measured value.
The measured value for the critical boron concentration for control rod configuration A (see
figure 5) was 1017 ppm and for configuration B 1012 ppm, respectively. Because of the
rotational symmetry of the two configurations the calculated results are identical for both
configurations. The calculation led to 1018 ppm.
As mentioned in section 2.1 the critical insertion length that corresponds to the reactivity
worth of the control rod configuration B was determined after the boron concentration

measurements. The calculated value (308 cm) was in a very good agreement with the
measurement (310 cm).
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Figure 8: Integral and differential worth of the control rod bank.

In figure 8 the results of the measurement and of the calculation of the control rod worths are
shown. The differences are very small for the integral values as well as for the differential
ones.
At the end of the measurements of boron concentrations and control rod worths the critical
boron concentration was once again determined for the case that all rods are withdrawn. The
comparison of this result (1303 ppm) with the result obtained at the beginning of the
experiment (1305 ppm) shows that there was no significant change in the reactor state during
this campaign.
In order to determine the isothermal temperature coefficient ΓT in this “cold” reactor state the
coolant temperature was increased by about 10 oC and the change of the reactivity was
determined with the “reactimeter”. The measured value for ΓT was 0 pcm/K whereas the
calculated value was slightly negative (-0.3 pcm/K).

4.2 Measurements at hot zero power
The measured values for the critical boron concentration were 1206 ppm with all control rods
withdrawn and 1030 ppm with the D20-, D30- and D60-banks inserted, respectively. The
corresponding calculated results were 1229 ppm for the first and 1047 ppm for the latter case.
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Figure 9: Variation of the combined temperature coefficient during the cycle in which the
measurements had been performed. The two measurements confirm the calculated variation.

Comparing the results of these measurements to the corresponding results given in section 4.1
enables the determination of the boron equivalent of the temperature reactivity that
corresponds to the transition from the “cold” (150 oC) to the hot (296 oC) reactor state (all
rods out). The measured result was 99 ppm, the calculated one 79 ppm.
4.3 Measurements in the full power state
As mentioned in section 2.3 the combined temperature coefficient ΓT was measured after
8.7 EFPD and after 171.2 EFPD in order to validate the calculated variation of ΓT during the
cycle. Figure 9 is showing the calculated variation of ΓT and the results of the two
measurements. The differences between the calculated and the measured values are very
small.
The error bars for the temperature coefficient are based on the value of ± 5 % (relative error)
given in [1]. The determination of the boron concentrations by titration is very accurate: the

error is about ± 0.3 % of the result. For this reason the error bars are smaller than the symbols
in the diagram and are therefore not visible in figure 9.

5 CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained by the measurements were in a very good agreement with the
calculations. Therefore it can be stated that the code systems used by the TSO “TÜV” are
suitable for routine use, e. g. during licensing procedures.
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